HOMEWORK GRID ACTIVITIES

NAME OF PUPIL:

Y5

Autumn Term 2021

In addition to weekly reading, spelling, English and maths homework, we invite children and their families to complete
any of the activities shown below.
When you complete an activity and bring it into school, please write your name on it and record which activity you have completed on the grid
below or on the task itself. Thank you. We hope you have fun completing the tasks!
TASK A
Create a fact file or a PowerPoint/ICT
presentation about a planet of your
choice.

TASK B
READING SUPER CHALLENGE!
Read a non-fiction book about either
space, the Poles/North or South Pole
or ancient Greece, then create an
information poster or leaflet to show
what you have learnt.

TASK C
Spend a night star gazing with an
adult from your family. Record which
stars you saw. Can you spot Orion’s
belt?

TASK D
Take a picture of an apostrophe on a
sign.

TASK E
WILD CARD FREE CHOICE!
Write here what you decide to do.

TASK F
Visit the coast and paint/draw a
picture of what you have seen.

TASK G
Bake (with the support of an adult) a
signature cake suitable for The Great
British Bake Off.

TASK H
Walk a mile every Saturday and
Sunday for at least a month. Keep a
log on your walks e.g. dates, times
and places you walk.

TASK I
Write a poem that you can share with
the class. Be prepared to read your
poem aloud with expression.

TASK J
Make a model of a rocket from junk
with at least one moving part.

TASK K
WILD CARD FREE CHOICE!
Write here what you decide to do.

TASK L
MATHS SUPER CHALLENGE!
Design your dream home. Can you
draw a plan to scale?

Which
award are
you aiming
for?

GOLD = any 8 tasks
SILVER= any 6 tasks
BRONZE= any 4 tasks

Please bring in each activity as you finish it.
The final date to bring activities into school is:

Total number of
tasks completed
by final
submission date:

Has it been used correctly? Where
did you see it? Can you record the
location on a map?

REMEMBER!

You can choose to do ANY of the
activities in ANY order.

